We point out that the criterion, derived by Long et al. [Phys. Rev A 61, 042305 (2000)], to judging the degree of inaccuracy under systematic errors in phase inversions in Grover's quantum search algorithm is overestimated. Although this criterion is properly deduced, it lacks a more accurate characterization to the relation between systematic errors and the size of a quantum database. The criterion is improvable for considering the practical equilibrium between the actual gate imperfection and the size of the quantum database. Directing at this subject, we show that a nearly exact ctriterion exist.
In their paper [1] , Long et al. have found that the degree of inaccuracy of quantum search algorithm due to systematic errors in phase inversions is about 4/(Nδ 2 ), where N is the size of the database and δ is the angle difference between two phase rotations. This result is based on the approximate Grover kernel and an assumption: large N and small δ et al. However, we found that the main inaccurancy comes from the approximate Grover kernel. Since all parameters in Grover kernel conect with each other exquisitely, any reduction to the structure of Grover's kernel would destory this penetrative relation, so accumulative errors emerge from the iterations to a quantum searching. Although this assumption lead their study to a proper result, it is hard to apply this criterion in a more practical situation, e.g. phase tunning technique [2] [3] . In what follows, we will get rid of the approximation for the Grover kernel, then derive a nearly exact criterion from the general Grover kernel.
The Grover kernel is composed of two unitary operators G τ and G η , given by
where W is Walsh-Hadamard transformation, |τ is the marked state, |η is the initial state, and φ and θ are two phase angles. It can also be expressed in a matrix form as long as an orthonormal set of basis vectors is chosen. The orthonormal set is[2]
where
, we can write, from (2),
and Grover kernel can now be written
After m number of iterations, the operator G m can be expressed as
where the angle w is defined by
the angle x is defined by
More details can be found in the study [2] . Then, let the two phase angles be
where constant d is slightly different from π, y, and z denote the small errors due to the gate imperfections. The quantum search algorithm cannot become a efficient one until all involved parameters have satisfied matching condition φ = θ[2] [3] . This means that the difference between y and z , denoted by δ = (y − z), will affect the probability of finding the marked state. How δ effects the probability of success will be seen clearly by the following discuss. From now on, we will assume that the involved parameters are all ideal, i.e. N >> 1 and δ << 1. After m iterations, the probability of the marked state will be
,and then the maximum probability will be
By this relation, we then can estimate the degree of accurancy more exactly. For example, if given an error δ, and we wish to matain half-rate of success, the ideal size of the database will be
where n is the number of qubits. If d = π , the criterion (11) will be reduced
We, therefore, find that the result of Long et al., N l = 8/δ 2 , is an overestimation. Given the same probability of finding the marked state and the same size of database in a quantum search machine, we find that the larger systematic errors can be tolerated to a factor √ 2 as compared to the result of Long et al. This means that the Grover engine is in fact more robust than the estimation of Long et al.
Quantum search machines should avoided gate imperfections as much as possible. If we cannot get rid of these errors, we must limit the size of a quantum database accurately. Although the result of Long et al. is properly deduced, it lacks a more accurate characterization of the relation between systematic errors and the size of a quantum database. A nearly exact ctriterion (10) can be utilized in order to achieve the practical equilibrium between the actual gate imperfection and the size of the quantum database.
The above criticism concerns the Sec. II of [1] , but not the rest of the paper.
